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Our Apostolic Mandate requires from Us that We watch over the purity of the Faith and the 
integrity of Catholic discipline. It requires from Us that We protect the faithful from evil and 
error; especially so when evil and error are presented in dynamic language which, concealing 
vague notions and ambiguous expressions with emotional and high-sounding words, is likely to 
set ablaze the hearts of men in pursuit of ideals which, whilst attractive, are nonetheless 
nefarious… 

…the Sillon proposes to raise up and re-educate the working class. But in this respect the 
principles of Catholic doctrine have been defined, and the history of Christian civilization bears 
witness to their beneficent fruitfulness…  

We know well that they flatter themselves with the idea of raising human dignity and the 
discredited condition of the working class. We know that they wish to render just and perfect 
the labor laws and the relations between employers and employees, thus causing a more 
complete justice and a greater measure of charity to prevail upon earth, and causing also a 
profound and fruitful transformation in society by which mankind would make an undreamed-
of progress. Certainly, We do not blame these efforts; they would be excellent in every respect 
if the Sillonist did not forget that a person’s progress consists in developing his natural abilities 
by fresh motivations; that it consists also in permitting these motivations to operate within the 
frame of, and in conformity with, the laws of human nature. But, on the contrary, by ignoring 
the laws governing human nature and by breaking the bounds within which they operate, the 
human person is lead, not toward progress, but towards death. This, nevertheless, is what they 
want to do with human society; they dream of changing its natural and traditional foundations; 
they dream of a Future City built on different principles, and they dare to proclaim these more 
fruitful and more beneficial than the principles upon which the present Christian City rests. 

No, Venerable Brethren, We must repeat with the utmost energy in these times of social and 
intellectual anarchy when everyone takes it upon himself to teach as a teacher and lawmaker – 
the City cannot be built otherwise than as God has built it; society cannot be setup unless the 
Church lays the foundations and supervises the work; no, civilization is not something yet to be 
found, nor is the New City to be built on hazy notions; it has been in existence and still is: it is 
Christian civilization, it is the Catholic City. It has only to be set up and restored continually 
against the unremitting attacks of insane dreamers, rebels and miscreants. OMNIA INSTAURARE 
IN CHRISTO. 
 
 
….The same applies to the notion of Fraternity which [the Sillonists] found on the love of 
common interest or, beyond all philosophies and religions, on the mere notion of humanity, 
thus embracing with an equal love and tolerance all human beings and their miseries, whether 



these are intellectual, moral, or physical and temporal. But Catholic doctrine tells us that the 
primary duty of charity does not lie in the toleration of false ideas, however sincere they may 
be, nor in the theoretical or practical indifference towards the errors and vices in which we see 
our brethren plunged, but in the zeal for their intellectual and moral improvement as well as for 
their material well-being. Catholic doctrine further tells us that love for our neighbor flows from 
our love for God, Who is Father to all, and goal of the whole human family; and in Jesus Christ 
whose members we are, to the point that in doing good to others we are doing good to Jesus 
Christ Himself. Any other kind of love is sheer illusion, sterile and fleeting. 

Indeed, we have the human experience of pagan and secular societies of ages past to show that 
concern for common interests or affinities of nature weigh very little against the passions and 
wild desires of the heart. No, Venerable Brethren, there is no genuine fraternity outside 
Christian charity. Through the love of God and His Son Jesus Christ Our Saviour, Christian 
charity embraces all men, comforts all, and leads all to the same faith and same heavenly 
happiness. 

… 

And now, overwhelmed with the deepest sadness, We ask Ourselves, Venerable Brethren, what 
has become of the Catholicism of the Sillon? Alas! this organization which formerly afforded 
such promising expectations, this limpid and impetuous stream, has been harnessed in its 
course by the modern enemies of the Church, and is now no more than a miserable affluent of 
the great movement of apostasy being organized in every country for the establishment of a 
One-World Church which shall have neither dogmas, nor hierarchy, neither discipline for the 
mind, nor curb for the passions, and which, under the pretext of freedom and human dignity, 
would bring back to the world (if such a Church could overcome) the reign of legalized cunning 
and force, and the oppression of the weak, and of all those who toil and suffer. 

… 

We wish to draw your attention, Venerable Brethren, to this distortion of the Gospel and to the 
sacred character of Our Lord Jesus Christ, God and man, prevailing within the Sillon and 
elsewhere. As soon as the social question is being approached, it is the fashion in some quarters 
to first put aside the divinity of Jesus Christ, and then to mention only His unlimited clemency, 
His compassion for all human miseries, and His pressing exhortations to the love of our 
neighbor and to the brotherhood of men. True, Jesus has loved us with an immense, infinite 
love, and He came on earth to suffer and die so that, gathered around Him in justice and love, 
motivated by the same sentiments of mutual charity, all men might live in peace and happiness. 

But for the realization of this temporal and eternal happiness, He has laid down with supreme 
authority the condition that we must belong to His Flock, that we must accept His doctrine, that 
we must practice virtue, and that we must accept the teaching and guidance of Peter and his 
successors. 



Further, whilst Jesus was kind to sinners and to those who went astray, He did not respect their 
false ideas, however sincere they might have appeared. He loved them all, but He instructed 
them in order to convert them and save them. Whilst He called to Himself in order to comfort 
them, those who toiled and suffered, it was not to preach to them the jealousy of a chimerical 
equality. Whilst He lifted up the lowly, it was not to instill in them the sentiment of a dignity 
independent from, and rebellious against, the duty of obedience. Whilst His heart overflowed 
with gentleness for the souls of good-will, He could also arm Himself with holy indignation 
against the profaners of the House of God, against the wretched men who scandalized the little 
ones, against the authorities who crush the people with the weight of heavy burdens without 
putting out a hand to lift them. 

He was as strong as He was gentle. He reproved, threatened, chastised, knowing, and teaching 
us that fear is the beginning of wisdom, and that it is sometimes proper for a man to cut off an 
offending limb to save his body. 

Finally, He did not announce for future society the reign of an ideal happiness from which 
suffering would be banished; but, by His lessons and by His example, He traced the path of the 
happiness which is possible on earth and of the perfect happiness in heaven: the royal way of 
the Cross. These are teachings that it would be wrong to apply only to one’s personal life in 
order to win eternal salvation; these are eminently social teachings, and they show in Our Lord 
Jesus Christ something quite different from an inconsistent and impotent humanitarianism. 

 


